
Things you didnt know about the
CEO's EX-WIFE

*Valery and Noah were gonna be a simple happy couple completely

in love, he wasnt gonna be a ceo, she wasnt gonna be rich either, they

were average and inlove so just an EX WIFE basically

*Noah was going to be so inlove with valery, almost obsessed with

her, and they would divorce because Briella photoshopped a photo of

Valery cheating on him with another guy, but I thought that was

cliche a2

*Valery's name changed 10 times before Valery had been chosen, at

first she was called Vanessa, then Farah, Christen, June, Diane, Gwen,

Stephanie, Talia, Avery, and even Briella at one point a1

*in a di erent plot Valery was gonna end up with Noah, but I hate

cliches a3

*Lucas was gonna die at the end (of one of the many plots I had in my

mind) a2

*Noah would commit sucide or take a bullet meant for Valery

(another plot) a1

* Leah wasnt gonna be in it, meaning Noah wasnt gonna have a child,

briella was going to be the only mistress a1

*Valery was gonna be pregnant with Noah's baby, but I thought it was

too cliché

*the book was originally going to be called 'Broken Love'

*Orignally Valery, Noah, and Lucas knew one another in collge land

eventually start a business together, they were friends and business

partners until Noah would take away Lucas's rights to the company a1

*Briella was going to named Bethany, and she was going to be

Valery's sister a1

*Aunt Jane and Timothy were going to be Noah's parents, and they

were gonna side with Valery and help her move away from Noah

*Valery's parents never died

*The Ceo's Ex-Wife was going to be the total cliché story where the

wife falls for the husband again

*Tanner was gonna end up with Briella, but someone guessed it, and

I felt like I was being predictable so I decided against it.

*in the original leah was supposed to also be living in new york, she

had her own cafe, where the girls would hang out

*Noah and Valery were gonna reunite a er 2-3 years, a er Valery and

Lucas had already been dating for a year

*Leah and Valery were gonna be best friends, I have a so  spot for

women supporting women, I dont like when women attack the

mistress if the mistress had no idea to begin with so thats why I

wanted to make her and leah friends a2

*Noah was going to be a real ass, he wasnt gonna ask forgiveness, he

was gonna be very rude cocky, but I was like nahhh lets switch it up a

bit

*Lily and Jade or Rosie were not gonna be in this book

*Valery was gonna be Tanner's assistant, who Tanner sends to

represent him while working on the project
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